Flybowl®

Freestyle Juggling

Play a "giving" game and lend a helping hand to children in need.

Improves football skills

A sporty and educational game
Gautier FAYOLLE six time Freestyle Football World Champion introducing the FLYBOWL

FLYBOWL game combines sport practice and training and provides excellent football teaching method through juggling. Discover children playing and have fun while improving technique and physical skills is our main goal.

Because FLYBOWL is always available and easy to reach from a pocket, FLYBOWL provides children with the possibility to play any time or everywhere while providing an excellent opportunity to support a humanitarian project and help distressed children worldwide.

with Andrea, Lucas & Katla, PSG’s promising young players
Gautier & Andrea, Lucas, Katia, PSG's promising young players
An educational game that visibly improves ball game techniques
The greatest thing about FLYBOWL is that you become a better player every day.
La Voix De l’Enfant is a federation of charitable organizations created in 1981, whose goal is to “listen to and come to the aid of children in need whoever or wherever they are”. With its 80 strong membership, La Voix De l’Enfant is active, on a daily basis, to help children in need both in France and abroad. As a result, it seemed only natural that Flybowl should become a “giving game” to support the work of La Voix De l’Enfant on the ground. A fixed percentage from each sale will go to the charity. Children in need of help can be found not only close to home but also on the other side of the world. We are all capable, in our own ways, of helping to restore their self-respect.

Flybowl is a universal game designed to be played by anyone, anywhere. It fits easily into a pocket or a bag ready to be used at all times. Designed from soft and lightweight composite materials, it can be used everywhere without risk, at home, in the street, at school, on the beach, alone or in a group. Another advantage is that when it falls on the ground, it stays put and there is no need to run around after it. You can play team games such as Football Tennis, keep the same rules or invent your own, change the pitch, competition, target or net. The possibilities are endless! With so many advantages, the Flybowl will rapidly become your go-to game. It will become your ideal pocket-sized friend.

Flybowl is an educational tool that visibly improves both ball game techniques and physical qualities such as agility, coordination, reflexes, stamina and speed. It has been designed to avoid the aerodynamic turbulence that an inflated football experiences when flying through the air, allowing it to maintain a straight trajectory at all times. The Flybowl’s design, weight, and the material it is made from make ball control easier and more fun, helping to develop essential football skills such as trapping the ball, chesting it down, back heels and volleying. Its optimized surface contact area makes it easy to hit with any part of the body. For children everywhere the Flybowl will be their perfect football partner. It is not designed to replace the classic football but it will help develop their football techniques in a fun way.

Flybowl is also an original and innovative marketing tool. Intended for companies, events, charities, sponsors, clubs and PR campaigns it is an effective and novel form of advertising. Completely customizable, the Flybowl comes in a large choice of Pantone colours with the possibility for logos to be engraved, embossed or printed. It also comes with the exciting option of being made in a phosphorescent material so that it can be used at night. The Flybowl’s accessible and attractive price, whether used for advertising, as a by-product, a souvenir or as a present, will enable you to be noticed and to appeal to new business through charity and the thrill of the game.
Freestyle Juggling

FLYBOWL

Always in the pocket...

- Fun
- Educational
- Effective
- Sociable
Freestyle Juggling

Can be used everywhere...

Improves physical qualities
Agility, coordination, reflexes, speed
Improves ball game skills
Freestyle Juggling

FLYBOWL®

Technology and Performance...

Premium composite materials
Wide and long contact area
Optimized flight path control
Freestyle Juggling

FLYBOWL

A real success story...

Created in Marseille
In the 60s
Played and enjoyed by all
Registered in 93
Design and Development
by JAYJOCOM in 2015
for "La Voix de l'Enfant"
A fully customizable game...

- Pantone color
- Engraving or embossing
- Logotype printing
- Phosphorescent material
A FEDERATION OF CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS, CREATED IN 1981

The aim of La Voix De l’Enfant (The Child’s voice) is to listen to and come to the help of children in need whoever or wherever they are.

Suffering and distress experienced by children can be avoided. Along with its 80 charitable organisation members, La Voix De l’Enfant is active on a daily basis to help children in need both in France and abroad.
Our Fight is their future

La Voix De l'Enfant supports the work of its members notably through its
* Funding for Aid programs *

The International work of La Voix De l'Enfant is centred on:

Collection and distribution of information from case studies, with the help of a database and a "press" documentation service.

Organisation of meetings and idea sharing between charitable organisations in order to develop partnerships in the same sectors.

Setting up of common working strategies when dealing with the same problem such as street children, children caught up in armed conflict, sexual violence towards children, or in the same geographical area (Rwanda, Madagascar, France).

Coordination and running of the French - Malagasy Forum.

Assessment of situations where child victims need the help of more than one charitable organization.

Skills provision for member charities to help with the preparation of proposals and of field work.

Finding financial contributions and charitable donations to support the work of our charity members.

Promotion of Children's rights through international cooperation; campaign for civil rights for all children.

Mouthpiece for children with national, European and international authorities when the rights of children have been violated.

Setting up and running of forums to inform and develop future partnerships with other associations to improve efficiency in helping children.
JAYJOCOM
Designed to make a difference